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“Moody's expects that the central bank's and government's FX assets will likely decrease
significantly again this year, cutting the sovereign's reserves by more than half compared to
their year-end 2014 level of approximately USD330 billion.”
Moody's downgrades Russia's sovereign rating to Ba1 from Baa3, 20 Feb 2015
Real effective exchange rates (REERs) give the strength
or weakness of a country’s currency against the
currencies of its trading partners, and sharp moves are
of great interest to investors in emerging markets. The
challenge is in knowing whether the currency was cheap
or expensive to start with. One way is to combine REER
analysis with analysis of current account balances, which
we do. Another is to look at normalised deviation of
REER from trend, and this often throws up some
interesting patterns.
Generally, countries with strong current accounts should
boast stronger currencies. This has largely been the
trend for the last few years, with countries with weak
currencies including Brazil, Colombia and South Africa
(all large deficits) and countries with strong currencies
including UAE, Qatar and Taiwan (all double-figure
surpluses).
Two markets do stand out, however. These have seen
amongst the largest normalised deviations from trend of
REER yet are still expected to see significant current
account surpluses in 2016. Those markets are Russia
and Malaysia.
Russia, it has to be said, looks more challenged with
Russian crude oil at under US$35 per barrel than it did
two years ago when that same price was US$ 110. The
invasion and annexation of Crimea, with resultant
sanctions and tensions, plus military intervention in Syria
have worsened what was already a dire political
environment. The rouble has sold off, broadly in line
with other commodity exporters (a REER move very
similar to Chile and Mexico, not quite as bad as Brazil,
better than South Africa). But Russia really is a different
economy to those others. It has sovereign debt
outstanding of US$ 107.8bn, 9% of GDP (for Brazil that

figure is 65%; for South Africa it is 49%). Russian
imports are currently running at an annualised
US$200bn, whereas even at these oil prices exports
are running at an annualised US$320bn. The current
account is expected to be in surplus in 2016, by
US$64bn (Brazil: deficit of the same size) and Russia
has US$370bn in foreign exchange reserves. This is
not to downplay the risks of investing in Russia – most
credit rating agencies have Russia rated below South
Africa and Brazil – but the risks are different.
Particularly, the expectations of a large drawdown in
Russian foreign exchange reserves in 2015 did not
occur, as noted above.
Malaysia also has a complicated political environment
(corruption and inefficiency lead to authoritarianism),
but is a generally strong economy with a strong credit
rating and is expected to have a current account
surplus of 2.3% of GDP in 2016. The concern with
Malaysia is more that the current account stood north
of 10% of GDP only four years ago, and that this swift
deterioration suggests an unsustainable boom. On the
normalised REER deviation, though, the ringgit has
been by far the weakest emerging market currency.
One final note: we don’t formally cover Nigeria but the
naira has appreciated strongly against trading
partners, which looks problematic for a politicallyunstable oil exporter running a current account deficit.
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